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NEW MUSIC
THE SEA KINGS

WHO: Brian Canning
(vocals/guitar),
Nicky
Kelly (guitar), Ralph Hector (bass/synth), Stephen
McGrath (drums/vocals)
WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: The National, The Smiths, Nick
Cave
JIM SAYS: Bible John
from The Sea Kings is one
of my favourite tracks of
the year.
It’s a sensitive subject,
but hailing from the East
End of Glasgow, the band
are wary of controversy.
Brian said: “The lyrics
are respectful. If anything,
it’s a reminder that there’s
unfinished business.
“It’s a folk tale we’ve all
grown up with about a
serial killer who stalked
the dancehalls of Glasgow in the 60s but it’s
also about the hysteria created at the time.
“Many crime writers
take a factual story as the
basis for fiction and we’ve
done that for this song.”
The track features on
the band’s debut album
Woke In The Devil’s Arms.
Recorded with Jamie
Savage at Chem19 studios in Blantyre, it’s out on
Monday.
Stephen said: “We
thought we had all the
songs worked out when
we started the album but it
wasn’t easy to make at all.
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CRITICS of racing games
tend to be those know-italls who apparently “race
cars for real, yah.”
They endlessly bang on about
how it’s nothing like the real
experience, how a rally car
would never do that because: “I
know man, I’m a racer.”
As an experienced motorbike
track rider, I can vouch for the
fact that, no, MotoGP 14 is not

FIXR

iOS and Android, free

It took a long time —
about two years from start
to finish— so it wasn’t
made in a short burst.
“We think we’ve all
made something we can
be proud of.”
Other
highlights
included The Night Of Broken Glass, the stunning
piano laden number
Church And State, and
Scarecrows, which I’ll be
playing on my XFM show
today.
Brian said: “It’s a fairly
diverse album so hopefully folk will find their
favourites.”
The Sea Kings are making an impact. Not an
easy thing when doing it
all through their own
label, Iffy Folk Records.
Ralph said: “We obviously don’t have the same
backing as a bigger indie
label but we do get to do
everything on our terms.”
The Sea Kings play a
launch gig for Woke In
The Devil’s Arms at Stereo
in Glasgow on Friday,
August 8.
Q For more info see
theseakings.com
Q Jim presents Drivetime
on XFM Scotland, Monday to Friday, 4-7pm.
See www.xfm.co.uk and
www.jimgellatly.com
PICTURE: Dylan Nardini
at
www.shutterrelease
photography.com

Listen to the band at
thescottishsun.co.uk

MOTOGP 14

X360/PS4/PS3/PSV/PC, from £19.99

100 per cent realistic. But it is
100 per cent fun. The pursuit of
realism will never be perfected,
because it’s gameplay we’re
after — and this game is a blast.
Let’s park the fact the bikes
don’t feel like they would in
reality — let’s look at how much
game you get for your money.
The backbone of the game is
career mode — build yourself up
from a rookie Moto3 rider and
get yourself noticed by better
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NOW here is an app that could
really enhance your night life – it
lets users buy last-minute club
and gig tickets at the touch of a
button.
Tickets load straight on to a
user’s smartphone, and can be
scanned on entry.
It is the latest handy
digitalisation of day-to-day life –
or, in this case, night life.
It will certainly cut down on
the clutter in my girlfriend’s
handbag.
Users of the app can currently
win a £2,000 night-out fund, in a
competition run by Fixr and
smartphone maker LG.
By finding and pressing an
image of the new LG G3 phone
on their local area map, users
can also win themselves instant
free credit.

IT is the summer’s most
eclectic music festival and
you could be there.
We have 20 pairs of tickets
to the Beacons Festival from
August 7-10 on the stunning
Funkirk Estate in Skipton,
North Yorkshire, worth a total
of £4,400.
The line-up this year
showcases the best in indie
music, including Neneh
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Cherry, The Fall, right, British
Sea Power, Jon Hopkins and
much more. Plus there is a
wide selection of real ales,
craft beers, ciders, cocktails
and award-winning street
food, a silent disco open till
4am and late-night films.
For a chance to win just
email your name, address and
phone number to
win@the-sun.co.uk. Put

teams by putting in a good
shift on the track. The graphics
are a marked improvement on
previous versions, and every
rider from every class is there.
The bikes look great and the
tracks feel vivid and exciting.
Racing under the floodlights
of Qatar, the only night race in
the season, is a highlight.
But just like riding a real
bike at the track, it ain’t easy.
Even with the riding aids
turned to the max, the delicate
art of braking into a corner and
powering out of it, while main-

MAGIC 2015
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PC £6.99, iOS and
Android, free
THIS marks the return of,
perhaps, the original
trading card game.
Magic: The Gathering
was first published in
1993, before being briefly
dethroned by the likes of
Pokemon and Yu-Gi-Oh.
The series’ modern rival
is digital title Hearthstone,
which has earned rave
reviews.
This year’s iteration of
the annual Magic title,
Duels of the Planeswalkers, is based on the new
M15 card set from
Wizards of the Coast.
Players use a deck of
specific cards to battle
their way to victory. It’s
the same turn-based

Beacons Festival in the
subject field. Twenty names
will then be chosen at
random.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
You must be 18 or over and a
UK resident. One email entry
per person. Competition
closes at midnight on Sunday,
August 3, 2014. Prize does not
include travel to and from the
festival or camping.

taining the racing line, is a
tricky balance to keep. The real
events mode will be a highlight.
You can play as your heroes,
recreating some of the moments
from the 2013 season. Who
wouldn’t want to ride the
Honda RC213V as Marc Marquez? It’s something I dream
about most nights, anyway.
This is a game which will
keep the fanboy as happy as
the casual have-a-go merchant.
And I love the fact the sport
I adore is being taken seriously
by the gaming industry.
NICK FRANCIS

strategy that has made up
the gameplay for the previous four years and the
many years before that in
the physical game.
However, the gameplay
now feels slow and
clunky.
It’s frustrating to see
that many of the cards are
stuck behind microtransactions, with no way to

actually unlock them in
the game without paying.
And it’s difficult to play
Magic 2015 without comparing it to Hearthstone.
When considering that
you can play all content in
Hearthstone
without
spending a penny, Magic
2015 begins to look a very
costly experience.
JAMIE NIGHTINGALE

